March for Science

HMS faculty, staff and students rallied on the HMS Quad over the weekend to defend and support scientific research.
MORE »

The Kindest Cut

DNA breaks are good for cells dividing into sperm and eggs—up to a point. For the first time, HMS researchers discover how cells know when to stop.
MORE »

Faculty Honored

Three HMS faculty members elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
MORE »

Featured Events

04.24.17 Talks@12: Transforming Health Care—Understanding the Affordable Care Act. Armenise Amph., noon.

04.24.17 Racism and Health Equity in the United States: A symposium. TMEC Amph., 5:30 p.m.

Full Calendar

Awards and Recognitions

Dean’s Blog

Harvard Medicine magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publications

Putting Kids First

A global study found 30 percent of life years lost to disease occur among children, but finding and testing the therapies that will work for them is a challenge.